By signing this document I:
________________________________________________
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

declare to have carefully read in every single part and agreed without reserves to the Event Regulations;
declare to be perfectly aware of all the characteristics of the competition, of the path, the difficulties and the length
of the route, which develops in the mountains with eventually difficult climatic conditions (for instance, just as an
example and for any means exhaustively, cold, wind, rain, snow, low view, ecc.); to be aware of the risks for the
personal safety linked to the competition; to be an expert of mountain competitions and to be aware that the
participation to this event requests specific training and actual ability of personal autonomy which I declare to
possess;
declare not to use any form of doping substances and to possess the medical certificate of attitude, attesting the
appropriateness to the agonistic sport practice, to be in a good health status and relieves the organizers from any
responsibility relative to and consequent to the verification of the above mentioned appropriateness;
commit to take with him-/herself, during the whole length of the competition, the mandatory materials as
prescribed by the single competition regulations as at point 1), and relieves the organization in case of any accident
or sudden illness or damage attributable to the lack of the above mentioned mandatory materials;
commit to behave according to the principles of loyalty and sportive correctness during the competition, shall be
the enrolment otherwise invalid, and not to behave, in any case, against the national laws and against the
regulations, exposing my personal and other people's integrity at risk; also comit to keep respect of the
environment during the competition;
take all responsibility civil and penal, also objective, consequent to the participations to the event; declare to
relieve the organizers from any responsibility, direct or indirect, for any patrimonial damages, even future ones,
sudden illnesses, and/or injuries which could eventually from the signing subject be caused, endured, also from
third parties, during the whole duration of the event and/or in occasion and/or as consequence of its participation;
from any responsibility linked to thefts and/or damages endured by any personal object, which safekeeping is in no
case taken by the organizers; and from any responsibility for damages from me inflicted to third parties and/or to
others' properties.
Declare to have received and fully understood the following according to the General Data Protection Regulation
(UE) 2016/679: the personal data regarding the participants will be treated according to the a.m. regulation;
personal data are collected at the moment of enrolment and are directly provided to the interested; the lack of
agreement implies the cancellation of the enrolment; data are treated by the organizers in paper and electronic
from, for the compliance of all the activities related to the competition, also in order to provide information to the
stakeholders regarding the participants and the results of the competition; the same data can be delivered to
employees, collaborators, firms and/or companies involved in the organization of the event and to consultants of
the organizers for the above mentioned aims; regarding eventual sensible data included, participants are directly
asked to express their opinion about their treatment;
Acknowledging the note of the previous point, I authorize the treatment and communication of my personal data,
for the aims connected to the realization of the event and for the eventual publication of the results of the
competition; express agreement to the treatments specified in the information, by authorising the delivery of
informative material relative to the future events or various initiatives advanced by the organizers and authorises
eventual photographic shots and cinematographic recording for the realization of videos, boards, publications on
printed papers or web (download included).

Date ___ / ___ / _____

Signature of the participant ____________________________
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